A matrix H = [d ij ] is a generalized Hadamard matrix of order uλ with entries from U which is a finite group of order u (for short GH(u, λ)) such that whenever i = ℓ the set {d ij d −1 ℓj | 1 ≤ j ≤ uλ} contains each element of U exactly λ times. In this paper, we construct GH(q, q)'s and GH(q, q 2 )'s over additive groups of finite fields GF(q)'s by using some sorts of functions.
1 Introduction Definition 1.1. Let U be a finite group of order u, and let uλ = k. A matrix H = [d ij ] is a generalized Hadamard matrix of order k with entries from U (for short GH(u, λ)) such that whenever i = ℓ the set {d ij d We have the following intersting problems on generalized Hadamard matrices.
(1) What u and λ can we construct a generalized Hadamard matrix GH(u, λ) ?
(2) Can we extend sizes of generalized Hadamard matrices from known ones ?
As for question (1) , the existence (or the nonexistence) of GH(u, λ) for 2 ≤ uλ ≤ 99 is grouped in [1] . All known generalized Hadamard matrices are currently over primepower order groups. Thus it is the largest problem to solve the conjecture "There are no generalized Hadamard matrices over non-prime-power order groups" (see [1] ).
For question (2) , the following results over additive groups of finite fields GF(q)'s are known.
• For any odd prime power q, there exists a GH(q, 2) over GF(q) extended from GH(q, 1)'s. (Jungnickel [4] and Street [5] )
• For any odd prime power q (≥ 7), there exists a GH(q, 4) over GF(q) extended from GH(q, 1)'s and GH(q, 2)'s. (Dawson [2] )
• For all odd prime powers 19 < q < 200 (except 27), a GH(q, 8) over GF(q) exists.
(de Launey and Dawson [3] )
In this paper, we construct GH(q, q)'s and GH(q, q 2 )'s over additive groups of finite fields GF(q)'s. In Section 2, we define some matrices related to generalized Hadamard matrices by using some sorts of functions and we mention their properties. By using them, we construct GH(q, q)'s and GH(q, q 2 )'s in Section 3.
Other definitions and their properties
Let p be a prime and q = p n .
. We index 0, 1, 2, in order, for each row and column of M(f ). Then
if and only if a mapping F ∋ x −→ f (x + a) − f (x) ∈ F is bijective for all a ∈ F * . Thus M(f ) ∈ Ω q, I if and only if f is a planar function.
Lemma 2.2. Let p be a odd prime, q = p n , and F = GF(q). Let f be a mapping over F .
p n−1 and a 2 = 0, then f is a planar function.
Lemma 2.3. Let p be a prime, q = p n , and F = GF(q). Let f be a mapping over
In this section, we construct generalized Hadamard matrices by using them.
3.1 Construcion of GH(q, q)'s by using Type I matrices Theorem 3.1. Let p be a odd prime, q = p n , and
Then H is a GH(q, q).
Proof: Since each block is a GH(q, 1), whenever a = c the set of the difference between ath row and cth row of
Thus, for i = j, we consider the difference between the kth row of
The set of the difference between the kth row of H j, m and the kth row of H i, m contain a m a j − a m a i = a m (a j − a i ) exactly q times. Because m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q − 1}, in the kth row of H, each element of F appears exactly q times.
(ii) The case of k = ℓ. Let ℓ − k = a. For any m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q − 1}, we consider the set of the difference between the kth row of H j, m and the ℓth row of
, each element of F appears exactly one time. In H, each element of F appears exactly q times.
Therefore H is a GH(q, q). 
3.2 Construcion of GH(q, q)'s by using Type II matrices Theorem 3.2. Let p be a prime, q = p n , and
Let a matrix H q of order q 2 be
Then H q is a GH(q, q).
Proof: By Lemma 2.3, for any m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q − 1}, whenever a = c the set of the difference between ath row and cth row of H i, m contains one element of F exactly q times. In one row of H q , since we take f a 0 , f a 1 , · · · , f a q−1 exactly one time, each element of F appears exactly q times. Thus, for i = j, we consider the difference between the kth row of H i, 0 , H i, 1 , · · · , H i, q−1 and the ℓth row of H j, 0 , H j, 1 , · · · , H j, q−1 .
Let ℓ − k = a. For any m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q − 1}, we consider the set of the difference between the kth row of H j, m and the ℓth row of
, each element of F appears exactly one time. In H q , each element of F appears exactly q times.
Therefore H q is a GH(q, q). Then 
is a GH(4, 4). )'s by using Type II matrices Theorem 3.3. Let p be a prime, q = p n , and
Construcion of GH(q, q
and a GH(q, q) H q in Theorem 3.2.
Let a matrix J of order q 2 be J =
and let a matrix H of order q 3 be
Then H is a GH(q, q 2 ).
Proof: Since H q is a GH(q, q), whenever a = c the set of the difference between ath row and cth row of H q , a i a 1 J + H q , · · · , a i a q−1 J + H q contains each element of F exactly q 2 times.
Thus, for i = j, we consider the difference between the kth row of H q , a i a 1 J + H q , · · · , a i a q−1 J + H q and the ℓth row of H q , a j a 1 J + H q , · · · , a j a q−1 J + H q .
(i) The case such that k and ℓ are two rows in the same block of H q and k = ℓ. The set of the difference between the kth row of a i a m J +H q and the kth row of a j a m J + H q contain a j a m − a i a m = a m (a j − a i ) exactly q 2 times. Because m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q − 1}, in the kth row of H, each element of F appears exactly q 2 times.
(ii) The case such that k and ℓ are two rows in the same block of H q and k = ℓ. We consider the set of the difference between the kth row of a i a m J + H q and the ℓth row of a j a m J + H q . In one block of H q , one element of F appears exactly q times. Since we take f a 0 , f a 1 , · · · , f a q−1 exactly one time, each element of F appears exactly q times in the set of the difference between the kth row of a i a m J + H q and the ℓth row of a j a m J + H q .
Because one row of H has q blocks of H q , the set of the difference between the kth row of H and the ℓth row of H contain each element of F exactly q 2 times.
(iii) The case such that k and ℓ are two rows in distinct blocks of H q . For any m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q − 1}, we consider the set of the difference between the kth row of a i a m J + H q and the ℓth row of
each element of F appears exactly one time. Because one row of H q has q blocks (i,e, m ′ ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q − 1}), the set of the difference between the kth row of a i a m J + H q and the ℓth row of a j a m J + H q contain each element of F exactly q times.
As one row of H has q blocks of H q (i,e, m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q−1}), the set of the difference between the kth and the ℓth rows of H contains each element of F exactly q 2 times.
Therefore H is a GH(q, q 2 ). 
Let a matrix J of order 9 be J =
Then a matrix of order 27 
is a GH (3, 9) .
